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SPEAKERS TRIBE
CONFERENCE

SpeakersTribeConference 2019

Speakers Tribe Conference Q & A
What exactly is Speakers Tribe Conference?
Speakers Tribe Conference is birthed from the global movement, Speakers Tribe. It’s an annual event where
members globally come to paradise locations somewhere in the world. We celebrate, do life together and
learn how to make a difference. Each year we have a Theme, so for 2019 our theme is:
THE FUTURE OF… #THE BEST IS YET TO COME

What time does it start?
Friday 1st March - 10am-10pm: We start Speakers Tribe Conference at 10am sharp, 9:30am registration,
and will conclude at around 10pm at the Surprise Party Beach location. (See below for more details on this)
Saturday 2nd March - 10am - 4pm: We officially start at 10am and finish at 4pm where we give you your
own time to have dinner within your local Tribes or just relax.
Sunday 3rd March - 10am - 10pm: We start at 10am and finish at around 10pm at the Official close,
Awards and Hollywood Themed Dinner included on your ticket price. (Dress codes below)
Each day we have lunch provided and tea and coffee served. We will have food available to suit all
dietary requirements. (We have some optional activities such as meditation or yoga on the beach offered
early in the mornings before official start times)

Who is speaking and when?
We have chosen not to share the exact times of who will be speaking and when. Though an important thing
to know is that we have orchestrated the program to ensure that every single session is jammed packed with
valuable content, inspiring stories and insights to know where the future is going. This means that you can not
miss a single session, or you might miss that one moment that you really needed to hear.

What about accommodation?
You will need to arrange your own accommodation as this is not covered in the Conference fee. There are still
rooms available at the QT Hotel where the event is being held. Please mention the event for special conference prices starting at $189 per night.
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However, if you would like to explore other options you can go onto Hotels.com and look at hotels in Surfers
Paradise on the Gold Coast. You will find some as cheap as $120 per night for a 4 Star Hotel. QT Hotel is a
short distance to Surfers Paradise. It’ll either be a 15 min walk or a cheap Uber ride. We suggest, at a
minimum you book accommodation for 1st, 2nd and 3rd of March 2019.

What is the dress code?
There are 3 recommended dress codes throughout the Conference. 1. Smart casual look: for general
Conference sessions. 2. Beach wear: to wear at the Friday night beach location dinner as well as times to go
for a swim (it is most likely to be nice warm weather. “Yay”, said the Tasmania delegates lol). 3. Glamour: is
for your Hollywood Themed Dinner on the last night. We like getting dressed up so go for it.

Is food and drinks covered in my conference fee?
Breakfasts and Saturday night dinner is not covered in your conference fee. Lunch on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
March are provided. The Hollywood Themed dinner evening meal is also covered as well as your Friday
and evening Secret Location Party is covered. (All dietary requirements are catered for)

Tell me more about dinners?
There are two dinners at Speakers Tribe Conference. One is the Surprise Location Party on Friday 1st March.
The other is on Sunday 3rd March which is a Hollywood Themed Dinner and Awards night. The dress code is
- Glamour or your chosen Hollywood Actor. This is a fully catered event with entertainment all
included in your conference registration. The Speakers Tribe Awards Ceremony will happen on this night as
well. This is all we can say at this stage.... :-)

Will there only be Bootcamp alumni and Speakers Tribe members
in attendance?

We have opened up this event to the entire public. Though most of the attendees are Speakers Institute
Alumni and current Speakers Tribe Members. Many of our speakers are also Tribe Members. Though we all
serve the one and only purpose of Speakers Tribe... We all want to ‘Make A Difference’.

Tell me more about how TENx works?
TENx is an initiative where 10 speakers do a 10 min presentation on the theme of the event. Being a TENx
Speaker is by application. This means that for those interested in speaking on the TENx Stage they must
submit a 1min video sharing the reasons why their message and story is valuable and relevant for the TENx
Stage. For more information Please see the TENx Application Document.

Is the staff from Speakers Institute going to be there?
Some of the Speakers Institute staff will be in attendance. Speakers Institute has a huge invested interest in
the success of Speakers Tribe, particularly it’s founders, Sam & Kate Cawthorn. We believe in the movement
and what’s possible with its members. Speakers Tribe Conference is the premiere annual event for all alumni
of Speakers Institute and we believe in each and every person that has had training by the Speakers
Institute.
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Is any product or selling to be done from the stage?
Speakers Tribe Conference is predominantly a ‘no-selling-from-the-stage’ event, though some of the
speakers will have small cost books and resources available for attendees to buy. We believe we are doing a
disservice to attendees if there is no tangible value that you can takeaway and implement post event. This
means that we encourage books and small priced resources to be purchased by attendees for ongoing
learning. The only sell from the stage will be the next years Speakers Tribe Conference, in this case,
“Speakers Tribe Conference 2020”.

How excited should I be about Speakers Tribe Conference?
Speakers Tribe Conference is the place to be for the next generation of speakers and influencers in
tomorrow's world. We assemble the best trainers and speakers the world has to offer, and we ensure an
outstanding experience, from the sound and lighting to the extraordinary videos, entertainment and epic
stage we have planned. This will be one of the greatest events you’ll ever see, feel, touch and experience. It
will be an overload of your senses. #TheBestIsYetToCome
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